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Spectrum Inventory
Management with 
CanoAPI 
Inventory Pro



Modern businesses face
intricate supply chain
challenges, from volatile
pricing to unpredictable lead
times. These complexities
underline the urgent need for
efficient inventory
management. Enter CanoAPI
Inventory Pro—a mobile-
friendly solution designed to
streamline your Spectrum
Inventory Management
processes. This paper delves
into how Inventory Pro
seamlessly integrates with
and enhances your existing
setup.

BE AN
INVENTORY PRO



THE SPECTRUM
INVENTORY CHALLENGE
Current Spectrum Inventory systems are hampered by
several limitations:

Lack of barcoding support.
Need for unique item code lists.
Manual and error-prone tasks for job requisitions,
inventory transfers, and counts.

The Service Tech App also lacks efficient barcode
functionality, making navigation challenging. These gaps
in functionality highlight the need for a more refined
approach to Spectrum Inventory Management.



Inventory Transfers: Effortlessly transfer inventory
between warehouses, thanks to barcode integration.

Enhanced Inventory Counts: Boost accuracy by using a
mobile utility for perpetual inventory, removing the need
to close your warehouse during counts

Mobile Work Order Support: Technicians can now
access work orders and barcode features effortlessly on
both iOS and Android devices.

KEY FEATURES OF
CANOAPI INVENTORY PRO

CanoAPI Inventory Pro is your ticket to streamlined
inventory management, boasting features such as:



Swiftly locate
the parts

Scan them

Finalize order

Restock technician’s 
truck using app

HOW IT WORKS
Web App

An employee navigating a warehouse with a tablet can follow
these steps to effortlessly transfer items between warehouses, all
while generating an unposted Job Requisition in Spectrum:



Clock in on the
Spectrum App

CanoAPI Mobile App 
showcases order

Scan each 
item utilized

Sync with Spectrum
& ServiceTech App

HOW IT WORKS
Mobile App

A technician using the Trimble/Viewpoint’s ServiceTech App
can follow these steps:



Ease of integration is at the core of
CanoAPI Inventory Pro. As a SaaS
solution, all it demands are your
Spectrum’s API and database credentials.
With fully customizable user roles, security
protocols, and barcode translations,
onboarding is smooth, further facilitated
by succinct tutorial videos.

IMPLEMENTATION
AND
INTEGRATION



Step into the future of
inventory management with
CanoAPI Inventory Pro. These
intuitive mobile tools equip
your team with the latest
inventory management
capabilities, boosting overall
efficiency and control.

For more details or a live
demonstration, reach out to
our expert sales team at
sales@canoconsultinginc.com.
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